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Summary 

Amorphous alloys of Ni,,Al10B2, and Co,sAl,,,Bzo have been used as 
negative electrode substrates for rechargeable lithium batteries. The charge- 
discharge behavior of lithium has been investigated at the alloy substrates in 
some organic electrolytes. The highest cycling efficiency was observed at the 
amorphous Co,,,Al,,B,, substrate in a mixture of dimethylsulfoxide and 
propylene carbonate containing LiPF, . The cycling efficiency of this type 
of substrate depended on the diffusion coefficient of lithium in the alloy as 
well as on the exchange current for lithium deposition from the organic 
solution. 

Introduction 

Alloy electrodes consisting of lithium with aluminium or Wood’s metal 
(fusible metals) can be used in long cycle life rechargeable lithium batteries 
operated at room temperature [l - 41. A negative electrode substrate made 
from a linear-graphite-hybrid (LGH) has also been proposed [5]. They are 
based on the concept that the reactivity of lithium with the organic electro- 
lyte is reduced by absorbing the lithium within matrix materials such as 
aluminium and, in consequence, improving the coulombic efficiency of the 
charge-discharge cycle. 

Up to the present, there have been many papers on the electrochemical 
behavior of lithium-alloying substrates in organic electrolytes. However, 
the exact relation between the degree of alloy formation and the charge- 
discharge behavior of the resulting alloy has not yet been clarified. In this 
paper, we report on an examination of some amorphous alloys containing 
nickel or cobalt as the main component, and the charge-discharge charac- 
teristics of lithium on the alloy substrates. The variations of cycling cou- 
lombic efficiency with substrates and electrolyte compositions are discussed 
with regard to the diffusion behavior of lithium in the amorphous substrate 
and the deposition rate of lithium from the electrolyte. 
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Experimental 

The amorphous alloys were Ni&l,,B,, and Co&ll,,BZO (the composi- 
tions are in at.%) prepared at Riken, Inc. Ribbons of the alloys (0.5 mm) 
wide, 0.02 mm thick) were spot-welded to a nickel wire and degreased with 
acetone in an ultrasonic cleaner. A partly-crystallized alloy was prepared by 
annealing the amorphous alloy at 500 “c under vacuum. The amorphousness 
of the alloy was estimated qualitatively by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The 
alloys, with the exception of 2 cm at the ends which were exposed to the 
electrolyte, were sealed with Teflon resin. 

The electrolyte solvents were propylene carbonate (PC), dimethyl- 
sulfoxide (DMSO), and a mixture of the two (1:l by volume). In some 
experiments, 1,2dimethoxyethane (DME) was used as a cosolvent of DMSO. 
The electrolytic salt was 1 mol dm --3 (1 M) of LiC104, LiBF,, or LiPF,. 

The coulombic efficiency of lithium at the alloy substrate was mea- 
sured by a galvanostatic charge-discharge cycle in a beaker cell [6]. The 
cycling current was usually 2 mA cmW2, and the amount of charge was 
0.2 C crnmm2 (i.e., 2 mA cmA2 X 100 s). The efficiency in each cycle was 
defined as 

E eff = (Qdis/Qch) X 100 [%I (1) 

where Qdis and Qch are the amounts of charge for discharge and charge, 
respectively. The lithium diffusion coefficient in the solid phase was evalu- 
ated by a potential-step method [7]. The electrochemical experiments were 
carried out at room temperature (16 - 22 “C) in a glove box filled with dry 
argon. 

Results and discussion 

The XRD patterns of the alloys showed that the original (as received) 
Co70~1oB20 was almost completely amorphous, and the annealed alloy 
contained a partially crystallized phase. These are subsequently referred to 
as Co alloy(a) and Co alloy(c), respectively. The Ni,oA1,0B20 sample (Ni 
alloy) also consisted of an amorphous phase containing a small amount of a 
crystallized phase. 

Figure 1 shows the coulombic efficiencies of lithium cycled on Co 
alloy(a) in LiPFJDMSO, LiBF,/DMSO and LiClOJDMSO. The efficiency 
was dependent on the electrolytic salt (LiPF, > LiBF, > LiC104). This is in 
accordance with the cycling behavior on a nickel substrate in DMSO-based 
electrolytes [8]. The main reason for the efficiency loss during the charge- 
discharge cycles is probably due to a chemical reaction between the depo- 
sited lithium and the electrolyte (solvent and/or salt). The charge-discharge 
behavior was dependent on the cycling current density. The efficiency 
decreased significantly at higher current densities (>5 mA cmp2). In the 
moderately low current region (0.1 - 2.0 mA cm-2), however, the efficiency- 
cycle profile was scarcely affected by the cycling rate. 
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Fig. 1. Lithium cycing efficiency on Co alloy(a) in DMSO containing 1 mol dm-3 of 
LiPF6 (a), LiBF4 (b), and LiC104 (c), icy = 2 mA cm-*, Q.-h = 0.2 C cm-‘. 
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Fig. 2. Lithium cycling efficiency on Co alloy(a) (a, c) and Ni alloy (b, d) in 1 mol dmp3 
of LiPF6, a, b: DMSO, c, d: DMSO-PC (1:l by vol.), icy = 2 mA cm-*, Q,.h = 0.2 C cm-‘. 

The lithium cycling efficiency was improved by mixing DME or PC with 
DMSO. Figure 2 shows the efficiency variation with cycle number for Co 
ahoy(a) and Nialloy in LiPF6/DMS0 and LiPFJDMSO-PC(l:l). In both elec- 
trolytes, the efficiencies with Co alloy(a) were higher than those with Ni alloy. 
This trend, other than for relatively low efficiency values, was also observed 
in other solutions containing LiC104 or LiBF+ The lithium efficiency with 
the Ni ahoy was fairly low in LiPF,/DMSO, but in LiPF6/DMSO-PC it was 
relatively high, and it only varied slightly with cycle number. The cell with 
Co alloy(a) in LiPF,/DMSO showed a high efficiency during initial cycling 
but it decreased after 15 - 20 cycles. The use of DMSO-PC mixed solvent 
was effective in keeping the efficiency high even after repeated cycles. The 
DME-DMSO mixture apparently has a similar effect. Mixed solvent effects 
were also observed in LiBF4 and LiC104 solutions [9]. 

The coulombic efficiency of lithium was also dependent on the sub- 
strate ahoy. Figure 3 shows efficiency variation with cycle number in LiBF4/ 
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Fig. 3. Lithium cycling efficiency on Co alloy(a) (a), Ni alloy (b) and Co alloy(c) (c) in 
DMSO-PC(l :l by vol.) containing 1 mol dm-3 of LiBF4, i,, = 2 mA cm-*, Q& = 0.2 C 
cm-*. 

DMSO-PC. Over the initial 10 cycles, the efficiency did not vary significantly 
for Co alloy(a), Co alloy(c) and Ni alloy. However, the efficiency with Co 
alloy(c) varied significantly with cycle number after the 10th cycle. This is 
probably due to a non-ideal lithium deposition-dissolution process on this sub- 
strate. A similar tendency was also observed for the Ni alloy. The efficiency 
variation order was Co alloy(a) < Co alloy(c) < Ni alloy in LiBF4/DMSO-PC. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the efficiency variation with cycle number was generally 
small in LiPF, solutions, but the efficiency value itself was dependent on the 
substrate in these electrolytes. The efficiency order tended to be Co alloy(a) 
> Co alloy(c) > Ni alloy in LiBF4/DMSO-PC. 

The difference between the charge-discharge behavior in the sub- 
strates, especially the coulombic efficiency and its variation with cycle num- 
ber, was related to the diffusivity of lithium in the substrate material. The 
partly crystallized Co alloy(c) had a lower cycleability than Co alloy(a). It is 
considered that the difference in efficiency between Co alloy(a) and Ni alloy 
(Fig. 2) may be attributed to the amorphousness of the solid. 

Generally, metal substrates spontaneously alloying with lithium show 
high coulombic efficiencies [ 10,111. The substrates act as a matrix or lithium 
absorber. The current decay curves for lithium deposition were measured by 
the potential step method [7]. Typical current-time relations are plotted in 
Fig. 4. The diffusion constants of the electroactive species are determined 
from the straight line slopes using the Cottrel eqn. (2): 

i(t) = FSc,(D/7rt)“* (2) , 

where i(t) is the current at time t; F, the Faraday constant; S, the surface 
area of the electrode; C,, the saturated concentration of lithium in the sub- 
strate; and D is the diffusion constant. Table 1 summarizes the apparent 
diffusion constants obtained for the alloys in various electrolytes. In this 
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Fig. 4. Current-time relations at Co alloy(a) (a), Ni alloy (b), and Co alloy(c) (c) in 
DMSO-PC(l:l by vol.) containing 1 mol dmm3 of LiBF4, E = +lO mV us. Li/Li+. 

TABLE 1 

Apparent diffusion coefficient, D, of lithium in the alloy substrate 

Electrolyte D/10-'* cm*s-1 

Ni alloy Co alloy(a) Co alloy(c) 

LiC104/DMSO 3.4 6.1 2.3 
LiBF4/DMSO 3.6 5.4 2.5 
LiC104/DMSO-PC(l :l) 3.8 5.8 2.5 
LiBF4/‘DMSO_PC(l:l) 3.6 5.5 2.2 

case C, was estimated as 8.7 X 10d3 mol cme3, which is equivalent to the 
maximum lithium concentration in the P-phase Li-Al ahoy, Li,-,38A1,,62 [ 111. 
As the diffusion process was ratedetermining in the solid, the D value was 
independent of the electrolyte solution. The higher D in the Co alloy than 
that in the Ni alloy seems to correspond to the higher cycling efficiencies 
with the Co alloy. The diffusivity in the partly crystallized Co alloy(c) was 
lower than that in Co alloy(a), which is also in accord with the order of 
cycling efficiency. On the other hand, the differences in the cycleability 
between the electrolyte compositions are related to the differences in the 
deposition-dissolution process, which were mentioned previously. As the 
deposited lithium reactivity with the electrolyte is probably a main cause of 
efficiency loss on the substrate, the degree of reactivity determines the 
cycling efficiency order in different electrolytes. 
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